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Lake of Coal. The Disappearance of a Mining Township
By David Cook


Houses being busted down left, right and centre. It was a strange feeling 
to have witnessed it all from the start to the fi nish. Rotowaro as we knew 
it was beginning to change forever. All that was being left for us was its 
memories. 
Taniwha Williams, former Rotowaro resident


Rotowaro was once a mining township on the Waikato coalfi elds west of 
Huntly. Situated in the path of an opencast mine, it was entirely removed 
in the late 1980s. The destruction of this community is the subject 
of Lake of Coal, a 20 year photo-documentary project by New Zealand 
photographer David Cook. 


This groundbreaking book is a complex weave of photographs and text, 
a multi-layered work of social history that tells the story of Rotowaro 
from the point of view of the tangata whenua, the workers, their families, 
management and the photographer himself. 


Lake of Coal puts a human face on the economic realities of the late 
twentieth century and asks: What does coal mining mean on a local level? 
What happens when a community loses the ground beneath its feet?


One of the richest photographic investigations of location and ‘place’ that 
has been carried out in New Zealand.
Anne Noble
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Rotowaro (top left) and Waikato River, 2001/02. Land Information New Zealand Orthophoto map S14–Hamilton 5
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Lake WaahiHuntly Township RotoitiWaikato River Huntly Power Station


View from the north chimney of the Huntly Power Station. 20046
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Rotowaro Township Mine. 20048
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14 September, 2004. Following the arteries of State Highway One and Waikato, the river, 


I drive northwards out of Hamilton; a route to the Rotowaro coalfi elds I know well. Soon 


the twin chimneys of the Huntly Power Station loom over the horizon. They dominate the 


river view where I leave the highway and, crossing the Waikato, head west into the rolling 


hill country that contains Rotowaro. 


 Where once I drove into a little town, I now see a great hole in the earth. But I can 


see in my mind’s eye a layer of streets, of houses and people hovering above the army 


of trucks that feeds coal back to the power station by the river and north to the steel 


mill at Glenbrook.


 Of the Rotowaro I used to see when I stood here, barely a thing survives. But to 


prove it existed, I have pictures.
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David Cook’s diary used for the Northern Waikato Energy Developments project. 1984 11
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Josie Kingi and friends in Matai Street. 1984  27
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14 October, 1984. Dogs start barking. Curtains move, and a face glances towards me as 


if I’m a trespasser in someone else’s backyard. 


 I could tell Rotowaro was starting to pack up when I fi rst arrived and walked around—


when I was a curious, camera-ready, and unwelcome stranger to the faces I felt watching. 


The incidence of half-demolished houses was that of a town in rapid change; of the kind, 


and in the state of those you see in rural New Zealand whenever the life of a mill or mine 


comes to an end. But this was no ghost-town-in-the-making as a mine closed. Rotowaro’s 


houses were being demolished because millions of tonnes of coal lay beneath them, 


and State Coal Mines had ambitious removal plans: fi rstly of the village itself, then of the 


overburden below the streets and gardens, then of the coal, and fi nally of the evidence 


that anyone had ever been there.


 I was there, at Rotowaro, because the Waikato Museum of Art and History wanted 


this process recorded; a visual ethnography of the place from the beginning of the 


upheaval to when Rotowaro, as a town, as a place of people, ceased to exist.


 “Settlements under threat—townscape, relationship between town and surrounding 


environment, community lifestyles—people, public places (halls, stores, P.O.s, schools 


etc) private (people/residences)…” the Waikato Museum’s shooting inventory read. 


I carried my camera around trying to build up a visual impression of Rotowaro, naively 


believing that if I took enough photographs I might be able to adequately describe it. 


My commissioning by the Museum was motivated by a strong commitment to boost the 


representation of working peoples’ lives, an aspect of the Waikato that its history curator, 


Rose Young, had found frustratingly lacking in museum collections. Rose explained the 


project as an attempt to pro-actively collect historical data as things were happening. 


Why rake over the ruins and salvage representations of the past, she asked, when you 


can fi nd signifi cance in the here and now? 


 It made sense to me. But much of what I was absorbing could not be recorded on 


fi lm: the air, saturated with the smell of burning coal, that I breathed; the low rumbling 


noise I would feel increasing in intensity every time a coal-laden truck crossed the main 


road. How can photographs record this kind of thing? How can the evidence and stories of 


peoples’ lives in upheaval be documented?
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The project quickly gained local support. Soon, people were expecting me to arrive at 


Rotowaro functions with my camera. One retired couple even offered me their spare 


bedroom, so that I could stay when necessary. Within a few days at Lyall and Vera 


Yarrow’s house, they had introduced me to mine managers and members of the 


Country Women’s Institute. Practically anyone who passed by, in fact.


 The locals knew Lyall as the “unoffi cial mayor of Rotowaro.” A former miners’ union 


representative, Lyall loved his socialist politics, and in that tradition, had honed the 


art of letting off steam when necessary. He frequently wrote letters to the editor of the 


Waikato Times, cabinet ministers and mine management, asking the tough questions 


on housing conditions for miners, water quality and fair deals for workers. He had a 


fearless ability to speak his mind to the powers that be, for which he was both dreaded 


and admired. 


 Lyall would often sit me down to tell me about life in the coalfi elds. He told vivid 


stories of the prolonged 1951 strike; the resistance, the scabbing, the divisiveness, 


the farmers who gave meat to the out-of-work miners. He recounted another labour 


dispute where some miners attempted, unsuccessfully, to dynamite a local bridge. Lyall 


told me of his concern to preserve stories like this: “For too long working class history 


was some how not quite respectable and was relegated to the folk lore class. Many 


incidents which should have been recorded were not.” He had attempted to stir up 


interest in recording a collection of local stories but failed to kindle any enthusiasm, 


so he identifi ed immediately with the Museum’s project to document Rotowaro. 


 Lyall’s knowledge of Rotowaro’s very early days was sketchy at best. But he did 


think he knew who was fi rst on the scene: “Mr Eddie Hilderbrand told me he arrived 


here from the West Coast in 1914 on a jigger because there was no road.” Others had 


their stories of pakeha pioneers arriving in a rough landscape and erecting primitive 


huts. But it’s a landscape constantly being eaten up by its own history. Not once had 


the industrial origins of Rotowaro village, or the names or places associated with 


it, been commemorated in any way. The portal of the fi rst mine, Rotowaro No.1, for 


example, whose constant traffi c of coal and men was once the measure of the local 


economy, was all but forgotten. Lyall, however, knew its whereabouts.


 Lyall and I drove out of the village, crossed the rail line, headed south past Maori 


Farm Opencast Mine and past the Mines Workshops. Approaching the Carbonisation 


Factory, the landscape suddenly became a jumble of abandoned cables and mine skips. 


Pulling over, we fought our way through tall stands of pampas grass and gorse until we 


encountered the mass of concrete, embedded in the side of the valley, that now seals 


off Rotowaro No.1 Mine. To the untrained eye this could have been any old industrial 


back yard scene. 


 Te Wara Moses offered a different version of Rotowaro history. The old kaumatua, 


who spoke little English, lifted his walking stick to point out to me the swamp on the 


eastern side of Rotowaro where it all started. As a boy he’d helped drive the horses 


that pulled sleds piled with fl ax to the Maori fl ax mill that had operated there in the 


early 1900s. The swamp had been long since colonised by exotic willows, but it was not 


hard to picture the small operation that converted its fl ax into the bundles of rope to be 


shipped down the Waikato River to Auckland. To Te Wara Moses, the fl ax mill people 


were Rotowaro’s fi rst continuous settlers. 


 I’d met Te Wara Moses through Pare Hopa of the University of Waikato, whose 


team had interviewed local kaumatua in 1986, a year before Rotowaro village was 


emptied out, as part of the information-gathering that State Coal Mines commissioned 


for the open-cast development. The “Rotowaro Opencast Coalmine Technical Report on 


Maaori Cultural and Spiritual Values” concluded that “Maaori occupation of these lands 


extended back beyond recorded history. Traditionally the area was occupied by three 


hapu of the Tainui confederation—Ngaati Mahuta, Ngaati Whaa-whakia and Kuiarangi 


(sometimes known as Huiarangi).” The ancestors of these hapu were establishing 


themselves in Rotowaro-Huntly area in the late sixteenth, early seventeenth centuries. 


It was a largely seasonal and migratory occupation, focusing on and around the 


waterways, especially the Waikato River and Lake Waahi. 
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Alison Mine map (detail). ca 1960 33
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Evidence of this history emerged in an unexpected way when I met an elderly pakeha 


couple, David and Rona Scurr. I had visited them to look at their photographs of 


Rotowaro from the 1930s to 50s, all taken by Rona in perfect weekend weather; catching 


eels, swimming, picking blackberries, a family walk in an opencast mine, clearing scrub, 


silly backyard portraits. I copied them, made notes and was just about to leave when 


they brought out another box containing not more photo albums, but a fi nely crafted 


white pounamu adze. Ploughing on their family farm at the fringe of Rotowaro village had 


unearthed it decades ago. Their treasure, the adze, spent most of its time quietly sitting 


in that box—they were so nervous about people knowing of it. But it did confi rm a Maori 


inhabitation of Rotowaro well before the days of the fl ax mill. 


 Pare Hopa’s report also told stories of European colonisation that are still embedded 


in a current understanding of the land. “The arrival of the Paakeha initially brought 


prosperity to the region as the Maaori people adapted to the introduction of new crops 


and tools.” It recounted British colonial forces descending on the Waikato in the Land 


Wars/Raupatu of the 1860s, illegally confi scating large tracts of land from Maori. 


 Dispossessed of much of their ancestral land, most Maori left the region as 


refugees, temporarily settling in the King Country, before gradually returning to occupy 


the limited acres the Crown returned to Waikato Maori soon after the Land Wars. It was, 


in the Government’s land classifi cation, land in the ‘marginal’ category; either ‘useless’ 


swamp or steep, inaccessible hill country. 


 As Te Wara Moses pointed out, Rotowaro’s useless swamp became the resource 


for a Maori fl ax mill; an economic asset in very diffi cult times for Waikato iwi. But this 


activity did not last long once the Rotowaro coalfi elds were discovered only a few miles 


from the Waikato river coal town of Huntly as part of the Taupiri Mining Company’s 


search for alternative, and more reliable reserves of coal to supplement the troubled 


Huntly coalfi eld. This formerly ‘marginal’ land had become a rich basin of coal. By 1915 


the Taupiri Mining Company had constructed an artery, bridging the Waikato with a new 


railway, and purchasing land—the fl ax mill included—to establish the town to service 


the new mine.
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Naming the new town after the ‘lake of coal’ the company imagined beneath the ground, echoed the newfound 


optimism for the black mineral. Over a nine month period the company consulted the Chief Postmaster, District 


Engineers, the Railways and Native Departments before settling on Rotowaro, in 1917, in preference to Waropai 


(good coal), Waronui (big coal seam) and Warorahi (abundant coal).


 By 1917 new mining settlements were appearing all over New Zealand. A 1919 Coal Industry Report was 


severely critical of the housing conditions in many of them, but not Rotowaro: ‘Rotowaro (population 32). This 


is a newly established mining village near Huntly. Eight houses have been erected by the Taupiri Company on a 


very suitable site close to the Rotowaro Station and about a mile from the mine, in readiness for occupation by 


mine workers… It is a very suitable position for a garden village, and if treated in a proper way might be made 


extremely attractive.’


 In fact, the mining company was criticised for spending too much on Rotowaro’s new houses. As the industry 


expanded, so did the village, peaking at a population of more than 600 in the 1950s; by which time Rotowaro’s 


miners were extracting coal from underneath their own houses. 


 The expansion sent State Coal Mines looking for more and more land. In the 1950s, it ascertained that King 


Koroki’s brother’s dairy farm was positioned over major coal deposits. Courtesy of the Public Works Act, State 


Coal was soon calling its new acquisition ‘Maori Farm Mine,’ and planning an opencast mine. King Koroki’s 


whanau received land at Waingaro in exchange. But while the ‘land-for-land settlement’ process compensated 


the whanau for the land’s pastoral value, it made no reference to its mineral wealth. And the forced removal 


from hapu land of families who had worked on the Koroki farm, that was the consequence of the land exchange, 


generated a bitterness that I could still discern half a century later. Memories not erased by the Government’s 


1995 Deed of Settlement with Tainui, of $170 million and 14,483 hectares of state-owned land in compensation 


for land illegally seized during the Land Wars. Maori claims for mineral rights of land such as at Rotowaro were 


explicitly excluded from the settlement, and the issue continues to be a source of grievance amongst some 


Tainui Maori. 


 Historically, the status of Maori within the local mining industry had been marginal. The statistics show that 


even in 1961 Maori made up only 10% of Rotowaro’s people. However by 1981 the Maori proportion had risen 


to 58%, indicating a dramatic shift in mining culture. When I arrived in the village three years later most of the 


younger population was Maori, with at least one member of each family working in the coal industry. But the older 


population almost entirely consisted of retired pakeha miners such as Lyall Yarrow and his wife, Vera.
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Lake of Coal


Although over Rotowaro’s life span its social make-up changed noticeably, mining remained at the 


centre of its economy; a single-purpose settlement, serving the coal industry. But the Rotowaro 


citizens’ service to the nation’s productivity was not always returned. As Don McGilp once put it 


bluntly: “You could stand round in the centre of Rotowaro and look around the horizon and, mineral 


wise, it was probably the wealthiest basin in New Zealand. But the people had the worst blasted 


amenities in New Zealand.” “The houses here are hovels,” said Lyall Yarrow in a 1976 letter to the 


editor of the Waikato Times. “They haven’t been touched by saw or hammer for at least 20 years. 


They’re so rotten they can’t be painted. There is nothing substantial to paint. But families must live 


in them. There is nothing else.” Lyall’s description applied to the state-owned houses, occupied by 


mine-worker families, that made up the bulk of Rotowaro housing. 


 But the worst thing in Rotowaro, the residents told me, was its toilet facilities. Up until 1987 the 


“night-cart man” would pull up to each household’s primitive, stand-alone outhouse, lift the fi lled can 


onto his shoulder, replacing it with a fresh one from his truck. The system worked most of the time, 


but the residents couldn’t avoid noticing that, along with the other Rotowaro Coalfi eld villages, they 


were they last houses in the region to work with this primitive technology.


 Rotowaro didn’t have underground sewerage systems, but it was riddled with plenty of other 


manmade tunnels. The Alison Mine sent a network of drives that snaked right beneath the village. 


Inside the houses you could actually hear the explosions, and feel the walls tremble, as miners 


opened new coal-faces. The tunnels had become so prolifi c that in some places Rotowaro village 


was sinking. 


 Sometimes the subsidence was dramatic. Mim Peattie told me about the time she looked out 


her kitchen window to see her chicken coop suddenly drop out of sight, plummeting six feet into the 


ground. Mim rushed to call in her neighbour, Phil Thomas, who tying a rope to a nearby apple tree, 


lowered himself into the hole to rescue Mim’s shocked chickens and ducks. All survived, but not so 


the Peattie’s house. When it started to crack from one end to the other it was time to evacuate. 


 But because mining was the lifeblood of Rotowaro’s culture and economy, people were prepared 


to tolerate that level of instability. Indeed the telling of Rotowaro subsidence stories was more often 


to the accompaniment of laughter and groans than anger. As Marj Thomas told me: “It didn’t worry 


us that much. You get used to living in a village that was subsiding.”
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The Rupaperes on night cart duty. 1985 37
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Rotowaro School playground. 198638
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Rotowaro Bowling Club. 1984 39
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Rotowaro Bowling Club. 1984 41
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State Coal Mines map of the Alison No.2 Mine, ca 1960 (detail) 42
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The green grid represents underground mine drives. Layered over this grid is a map of the village streets, sections and buildings 43
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Alison Coal Screening Plant. 1985 45
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The briquette making section of the Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 198546
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Rotowaro School swimming pool. 1984 47
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Outside the Rotowaro Hall during the school’s PTA social. 198448
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Community noticeboard at the Coalfi elds Dairy. 1985 49
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“Patsy Riggir” Social at the Rotowaro Hall. 16 March, 1985 51
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Mr and Mrs Peattie provided names for this map based on their memory of the village in the 1980s 53
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Photographs from Rona Scurr’s collection. 1930s–1950s 55
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Photographs from Trevor and Raewyn Williams’ family collection. ca 1980 57
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Nepe family’s living room. 1984 59
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Honor Nathan. 1984 61
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Shane Nepe and Tawera Nikau. 1984 63
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Nan Gracie (one of the village’s original residents) and her husband Albert (retired mine carpenter). 1985 65
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Grant and Linda Carter with their son Ryan in their Hangapipi Road house, just before shifting to Huntly66
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Photographed at monthly intervals—November 1986, December 1986, January 1987 and February 1987           67
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‘Vulcan’ 3–D computer map of the Rotowaro Township Opencast Mine, used by Solid Energy engineers. 2005 69
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top. Rotowaro School. ca 1924 bottom. Marj Thomas and her pupils, Rotowaro School. ca 1960s70
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Marj Thomas often stands on her deck at night and contemplates a glow in the distance, 


across the Waikato River. The fl oodlights illuminating the night work at the Rotowaro 


Township Mine mark a place she still calls her home. 


 Rotowaro was where she was born and raised, and eventually raised her own family. 


It’s where her parents taught her how to use the kitchen coal range. It’s where she 


attended the same school at which she eventually became a teacher. 


 Marj and her Welsh husband, Lyn, shifted to their Huntly house with its panoramic 


views of the Waikato when, as she says, “the writing was on the wall.”


 I visited Marj in her Huntly home and asked her about Rotowaro coal-mining culture.


Marj
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When Lyn came to New Zealand from Wales he looked at Rotowaro and thought it 


looked like Disneyland, because we had wooden houses painted all different colours. 


And he couldn’t work out where were the tips? Where were the slagheaps? Where was 


all the mess that he associated with a heavy industrial area? At Rotowaro that just 


wasn’t obvious. It was like Disneyland. 


 When our kids were little, Lyn used to call Rotowaro “the land of the moving 


curtains” because there was always someone looking out. And when our children were 


little pre-schoolers it was very very safe for them to go around on their own to the local 


shop to buy an ice-cream or whatever. If they were silly on the road or crossing the road, 


there was always someone who would stop and help them or take them into their house 


and give them a drink or a lolly and return them to my house safely. In fact this truck 


driver once stopped to throw my girl Ann in the door and said, “for Christ’s sake Marj, 


watch that bloody kid! She’s out on the road again!” Everyone seemed to care. 
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What about the presence of coal in the township not just physically. Did you see coal? 


Did you smell it? Did you hear any aspects of the coal industry?


A lot of the coal was trucked through the village, so it was a very very busy village. In 


fact at the school where I taught we suffered a problem there with fi nding the children 


were having hearing problems. The trucks changed fi rst gear at where our standard 


senior classroom was and changed another gear where our infant room was and with 


the noise of the trucks changing gear we found the children were suffering hearing 


problems. So they re-routed the road; they built a little side road that by-passed the 


school down the back of Trevor Williams’ original house. 


  The village was on a hill and you could look out over Maori Farm way and you could 


see all the heavy machinery starting to take off the over-burden and ripping all that up. 


But the village was far enough away from the mines that we weren’t bothered so much 


by that type of noise. And even the old Alison underground mine was down on the other 


side of the hill from the village, so we didn’t get a lot of dust, mess, pollution, noise. 


We were kind of shielded a little bit from that. 


 But we used to get a smell from the ‘Carbo’ factory like a creosote type smell. 


I assumed it was with chemicals or whatever they used. The stream that went past 


the Carbo and down through the village and through part of Nick Samson’s farm was 


heavily polluted. Ian Kimpton at one stage was on some committee that was upset 


about the pollution of that stream and it was pretty nasty but I think that pollution was 


from the Carbo. 


 The main problem in the village towards the end was the subsidence of buildings. 


They didn’t usually go down with a big bang, though Mim Peattie’s chicken run did. 


She was gazing out her back window one day looking down at the chicken run and next 


minute the whole thing disappeared and dropped down about six feet into the ground. 


Something had given way and it just fell down and I believe her house, which was a 


brick house, started to crack and shift and become quite unstable. That was the main 


thing that we noticed towards the end, really, with the mining underneath Rotowaro.


Marj Thomas. 1999 73
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Rotowaro village and mine. ca 1940 75
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So was your father one of the miners that worked underneath Rotowaro Township?


Oh yes. They were literally under your feet. You could sometimes feel in our houses 


if they fi red shots underground. You would feel the thump under your feet. I mean it 


wasn’t scary. You would just feel a trembling. You might occasionally hear the odd 


kind of “crump” noise and you knew they were fi ring shots somewhere. And everyone 


was used to it. No one worried about it. We all felt quite safe. Mining’s an unsafe job 


but the miners were experienced and they shored up with props. They knew what they 


were doing and we on top never worried about what they were doing and always felt 


quite safe.


 And of course when the miners came out from underground, they went to a bath-


house. Dad went to work clean and he came home clean. He came home about three 


o’clock, quarter past three. It was like you just came home from school and dad was 


there, all clean. And then you’d forget that he’d been under your feet mining, fi ring 


shots and doing pick and shovel work.


 


Tell me more about the subsidence. What was actually happening?


When I was a kid we would go for long walks with my dad and we would see depress-


ions in farmland and my dad would say, “Oh that has fallen in a bit because of the 


mining underneath.” And I suppose if you take something out from underground and 


it’s not propped up properly, something in the end has to give. It could be because 


of the removal of coal, or underground streams. Rotowaro was prone to quite a bit of 


subsidence because the mines were under the village. It was something we all kind of 


got used to in a way. 


 Rotowaro School ended up having three pools because of the underground mining. 


My mother still talks about when they got the fi rst school swimming pool which was 


built with monies raised through the mines, and raffl es and cake sales, things like 


that. You had to do that in those days. That was a big day in the village when they 
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opened the school pool. Because of subsidence the original pool cracked and was badly damaged and had to be… 


well it kind of all just broke apart. They built a second pool which was sited in a different place and that lasted 


for a large number of years but it also started to crack and deteriorate. In fact one of the main rope roads for the 


Alison mine was actually under the classroom I taught at in Rotowaro School, in one of the infant rooms, and you 


could literally feel and hear the shots being fi red underground. Anyway the second pool started to crack and by 


then there was an inkling that the village was going to be disestablished so our third pool was a big ‘Para’ pool 


with the rubber lining.


 Underground tunnels went under the bowling green too—it subsided down in one corner by about six or eight 


inches, and they had to rush off and tell them not to mine under that area. They never really levelled it out properly. 


And when we were having tournaments, the local bowlers knew this little tricky bit and would adjust their bowls 


accordingly with the bias, because down in that particular corner the bowls would roll to one side.


 At one stage part of our main street collapsed and that did happen literally overnight. It was quite bad sub-


sidence—the road sunk about eight inches—it was just a big crack across the tar-seal. The police came out and 


sealed off the road. Some people were evacuated from their houses for one or two days. We stayed in our house 


although it was affected, and the police used our house as a little command centre using the phone and whatever. 


State Coal Mines came and checked the houses and mainly we were worried about the chimneys. If the chimneys 


had been broken we could light a fi re in the coal range, and the chimney would be cracked, and we would set the 


house on fi re. This never happened and the Mines came and checked and said, “No, they’re all right,” so we just 


continued to live in these houses and managed.


 We continued living in this house but we used to laugh because people would come and visit and they would 


walk in the door and the wooden piles had not broken but they tilted, so when you walked in the door you kind of 


walked sideways. Our bath, when you pulled the plug, you then had to swish the water up, up to the plug hole to 


drain out the bath. The whole house had tilted. You would walk across the lounge like a crab because of the tilting 


of the fl oor. 


 We kind of got used to it. But it was an unhappy sight to see a village being run down.


Marj Thomas. 1999 77
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Rotowaro village and mine. 1984/1985 79
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John Stewart, Mahon’s Mine. 198580
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Mahon’s Mine. 1985 81
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‘Vulcan’ 3–D computer map of Rotowaro’s Alison Underground Mine, used by Solid Energy engineers. 200582
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My venture into Mahon’s Mine was from the outset a photographic challenge. Mine 


Regulations considered electronic equipment unsafe, as wayward sparks could poten-


tially ignite pockets of methane that might build up underground. My fl ash and light 


metre alike were prohibited items, and when the mine manager, Brian Hassan, fi tted 


me out in the Mahon’s Mine lamp room, he asked me to remove every battery from 


my camera gear.


 Helmet and headlamp on, and laden with miner’s battery pack, belt, steel-capped 


boots and emergency oxygen kit, I followed Brian into the darkness hoping that photo-


graphy wouldn’t be impossible. Stooping to enter the mine mouth, we followed the 


shine of rail tracks down the main drive’s incline into a cool current of air, giving way 


every now and then to coal skips being hauled to the surface. Where the tunnel levelled 


off, timber—what seemed to be tree trunks—propped up the ceiling. Brian navigated 


through a network of tunnels that would have had me lost, to the coal-face, a cavernous 


‘bord’ where four men gathered around a machine lifting loose coal into a waiting row of 


skips. I struggled over the noise to hear Brian calling this machine a “scraper-loader,” as 


he described the continuous rail system that hauled the coal-laden skips to the surface.


 The scraper-loader came to a halt. I moved in to photograph a couple of miners 


drilling into the coal-face. They placed explosives in the holes, laid out the fuse, and we 


retreated to a safe place. After the blast the miners returned to the coal-face to continue 


the excavation of this newly loosened coal. 


 Brian explained that since 1916, when commercial mining started at Rotowaro, this 


style of ‘bord and pillar’ mining had changed very little. Compare photographs of mines 


in the early and later parts of the century, and the only signifi cant shift appears to be the 


retirement of the shovel in favour of the mechanised loader. 


 Despite the technological advances, bord and pillar mining was troubled by 


ineffi ciency—the great majority of coal being left underground as ‘pillars’ to prevent the 


roof falling in on the operation, and theoretically to prevent surface subsidence. In fact, 


only about 15% of Rotowaro’s available coal could be recovered. 


 The ineffi ciency of the bord and pillar technique in a coal basin as rich as Rotowaro 


was why State Coal turned, inevitably, to opencast mining. Opencast techniques had 


been trialled in the Rotowaro coalfi elds since 1944. By the 1970s the technology 


was advanced enough to supersede underground mining as the dominant method of 


production in the coalfi eld. The last remaining underground mine, Mahon’s, closed in 


1985. Just after I had been down its tunnels with my camera.


Going Under
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Tawa Street backyard. 1984 85
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End of shift at Mahon’s Mine. 1985 87
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Trini shovels coal for use in the coal range. 1985 89
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Public Meeting, Rotowaro Hall. Chris Wills from State Coal Mines presents village closure and mining plans. 20 June, 1985 91
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In late May 1979 a State Coal Mines offi cial left a stack of ‘Dear Sir/Madam’ letters 


on the counter of the Rotowaro Post Offi ce. As the locals called in to clear their mail 


boxes they picked up a letter that gave them eight years notice of township closure; the 


same industry that created Rotowaro township, terminating it. State Coal Mines’ plan 


to mine the millions of tonnes of coal underlying the streets was pitched in stark terms: 


‘An economic appraisal of the area is clearly in favour of winning the coal rather than 


of preserving the township.’ The irony was that the new opencast mining venture would 


provide the continuation of employment that, by the late 1970s, Rotowaro’s mining 


families so needed.


 The announcement of the village’s end came as no more surprise to its residents 


than another backyard subsidence. Rumours had been circulating for some time. But it 


didn’t mean the news was accepted quietly.


 Tilly Spence travelled down to Wellington, to knock on government ministers’ doors 


and tell them her corner of Rotowaro was hers, privately owned, and that she refused to 


move. The Rotowaro Action Committee that Lyall Yarrow and a band of citizens formed to 


voice their concerns, told State Coal it was ‘an indictment… that answers to questions 


affecting the Rotowaro town citizens were not available and explained BEFORE the cruel 


circular letter arrived at the local Post Offi ce. Such an action would have emphasised 


good public relations rather than the position at the moment which emphasises that 


citizens should expect to be pushed around, without explanation, by Departmental heads.’ 


But Lyall Yarrow’s committee knew the Government was committed to its mining projects 


regardless of local opposition. Rather than resistance, they chose a path of negotiation, 


pushing for coal and energy offi cials to meet with Rotowaro’s people to explain their 


plans and work out some fair re-housing deals. Underwriting their concern was the pain of 


a marginalised community: ‘It is a sad fact of life that this town, though one of the richest 


in N.Z. in mineral wealth, has never received due recognition of the part played by its 


citizens in the total wealth of the Nation. To put it bluntly they have been abandoned after 


years of unsatisfactory recognition of their worth by State Coal Mines.’


 Not only the principal employer in Rotowaro, the state-owned mining company also 


owned about 70 of Rotowaro’s 100 residential properties, as well as the Coalfi elds Dairy. 


State Coal Mines had all the power necessary to transform the township site into a 


mine—and to create considerable problems for any people planning to mount opposition 


to their plans. That included compulsory acquisition of the 30 or so remaining privately 


owned properties, like Tilly Spence’s, under the Public Works Act.


The Letter
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Taniwha (under the blanket) and his family at the abandoned Barker’s Opencast Mine, photographed by his father Trevor. 198398
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When I met Taniwha Williams at a 1994 Rotowaro Citizens’ Reunion, he seemed to 


know who I was. As we sat in the shade of the war memorial outside the Huntly 


Settlers’ Hall, he told me that he had often watched me take photographs in Rotowaro. 


I couldn’t remember him being in any of them. But that, he said, was because he 


usually tried to stand outside the frame. 


 Taniwha fi lled in the picture. He was four when his family received notice of 


Rotowaro’s closure, twelve when the entire village was emptied out and scattered. 


His sense of Rotowaro was a sense of loss, conjured up in word-pictures of the special 


places only Rotowaro’s children knew; the Bear’s Hut, the bike tracks, the swimming 


holes, the industrial playgrounds. He opened up a small universe of experiences that 


hadn’t entered my frame. I left the reunion wishing I could take my camera back in time 


to visit Taniwha and his friends in this lost landscape.


 Five years later, Taniwha’s stories still in my memory, I persuaded him to meet up 


so we could put his stories on tape. We started our conversation by sifting through 


boxes of my Rotowaro photographs.


Taniwha
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As I’m going through these photos, it just hits me emotionally. I spent all my growing days 


there and didn’t realise how much I had forgotten.


 Rotowaro is what I would consider to be my papakainga, my home, and my birthplace. 


It’s where I spent my growing days. It’s where my childhood memories began. My brothers 


and sisters along with my father and uncles and aunts were all born and bred there. It’s 


where my grandfather started and raised his family, so I consider three generations of 


memories to be at that place. 


 But as each day goes by it gets harder and harder to remember them. The other day 


my sister had a dream about the shop—she had trouble recollecting everything. I couldn’t 


remember the layout or the setup of the place too. It wasn’t until we pulled out your 


book of Rotowaro photos that we saw what it used to look like. The photos triggered our 


memories… “that’s right I remember that bin outside”… “I remember that bench next to 


the bin,” and “oh yeah, I remember that house.” 


You’ve told me that your family has a big collection of Rotowaro photos. Where are they?


We have a big plastic container full of photos that are kept in their individual packets for 


each fi lm. We hardly ever look at them these days. It’s an enormous mission getting them 


out. But it’s having to put them back that’s just as hard. It’s as if they have to be put 


back a certain way or else they just won’t fi t. After spending hours looking over the photos 


you can get restless and all you want to do is just rush to put them back. At times when 


someone does pull out the photos it’s not unusual for others to get in there as well and 


take a stroll down memory lane. I can’t remember the last time we looked at our photos. 


Mind you our family’s becoming much bigger now that the next generation is here. We just 


don’t seem to have any time to look at them any more. But they’ll always be there.


Taniwha Williams. 1999100
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Williams family home. 1950s 101
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Prints from the Williams’ family collection. 1980s 103
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It sounds exactly like our house. We have these bags and bags of photos and it’s so scary because I think we 


will never get on top of organising them. It’s like memory; it’s hard to organise your memory, it’s just there. 


So who was your family photographer?


My dad always liked to take photos of us growing up doing different things. Birthdays, holidays, family outings, 


anything. That’s why we have such a big collection. It’s strange though, because when I look back at most of those 


photos I can barely remember having them taken.


I remember photographing your father working as a deputy underground in the West Mine. Did you ever consider 


working in the mining industry, you or your brothers and sisters?


No, I never wanted to work in the mines. It doesn’t interest me. My ideal job is a little bit more different which 


requires much less labour. But a brother of mine worked in a mine for a while until it closed down. Otherwise he’s 


been the only one. There’s really not that much demand for underground coal miners these days. Now my Dad’s 


the only one in the mines and even then his job is not secure. A couple of months ago there was a total of sixty-one 


employed in the East mine. They had to get rid of thirty-one. And my Dad was one of the thirty who kept his job.


I’m interested in you describing the street and house that you lived in, because I thought the houses in Rotowaro 


were quite special or different compared to homes in Hamilton.


We’ve moved house several times within Rotowaro. But I only remember ever living in two of them. They were 


your typical old style homes. Really high ceilings, high doorknobs, wooden fl oors, long drops, they were just our 


homes. But the second house I remember living in was just across the road from the school. This house was more 


modern—fl ushable toilet. It was in this house that I was old enough to start remembering my childhood memories. 


We had a beautiful big triangular section, with lots of fruit trees that always bore fruit every year. We had a loquat, 


lemon, pear, fi g, plum, feijoa and crabapple trees on this section—not that you could do much with crabapples but 


get into play fi ghts throwing the little fruits at my brothers and sisters. But there were heaps of other people with 


different trees as well. Oranges, Queen Peaches and grapevines. It was an awesome place to be in, especially 


during summer. We also had a eucalyptus tree. It was huge. Awesome for climbing. We had three swings on 


this tree. Loads of fun. I guess with having so many children under one roof, we always loved to play. Making up 


different games and forever having fun. Kids would come over home and play and vice versa, we’d all go to friends’ 


houses and play. 


 I loved that house. It was my home. My parents always tried to keep a vegetable garden as well. I remember 


watering our corn, tomatoes and potatoes. The smell of wet dirt always reminds me of that. I enjoyed it.


 In summer it was awesome. We got to mow the lawns which was an ‘all hands on deck’ chore. Everyone in our 


family got in on the act. Dad would mow the lawns, Mum would rake the grass into small bundles and us kids would 


help Mum. We’d make our own trampolines out of the bundles, running and doing fl ips on them. Then we’d make 


a mess by throwing it at each other, playing ‘tiggy.’ The sun was really hot when we started. Mum would make us a 


picnic outside and nightfall would come as we were getting rid of our last bundles. Honestly, it was the best.


 I used to stand outside our house as the sun was going down and everyone was getting ready to settle. That 


restless mood. And because Rotowaro was just so small we used to do the ‘owl whistle.’ You could hear it all over 


the place. And people would reply. I would do the owl whistle to my mates up the road and the next thing you know 


other people would do the same. It wasn’t something that we did religiously every night, it was just a way for us to 


say “hello” I suppose.
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You’ve told me before about how you got together with your friends at a meeting place called “the Bear’s Hut.” I tried to 


see as much of Rotowaro as I could but I never saw the Bear’s Hut, never heard anyone talk about it at the time.


I don’t really remember my fi rst ever encounter with the Bear’s Hut. Maybe it’s always been there. All I know is it was a 


place to go and play. It was located at the top fi eld. At the left end of it was what looked like an entrance to a cave. It 


was nothing but intense bush. As you fi rst enter you have to jump over a ditch, there’s a bit of a rise, then you just follow 


the track. Obstacles of fallen dead trees got in your way as well as thick bush. After this you came to a clearing full of tall 


pine trees. We called this part of the hut ‘King Kamala’s Village.’ I guess it was just a hideout. A place to go and have 


fun. Years and years of dead pine needles littered the ground, which made it like a really smooth carpet to walk along. 


We’d slide downhill making our own fun. And there was a ladder there for some strange reason, a very big ladder. We 


used to use it to climb to the top of the trees. The teachers labeled it to be “out of bounds.” We hardly ever listened. 


We were quite rebellious. But it was a fun place to be.


And there came a time when you had to leave Rotowaro. How did that happen?


For us it was a very slow process because we were one of the last families to leave. One minute there’s people and 


houses around, next minute nothing. One by one they all moved out. After the school closed down we had to transfer to 


Pukemiro School. It was hard at fi rst because Pukemiro and Rotowaro were rival schools; we didn’t really see eye to eye. 


 Houses were forever being moved. Out-of-towners coming to see if they could buy a cheap house, if the house wasn’t 


being moved it was having it’s windows, lights and doors taken. The swimming pool had gone, the school’s brick wall 


busted down. The new part of the school was donated to Huntly Primary, the other not so new part was destroyed.


 Houses being busted down left, right and centre. It was a strange feeling to have witnessed it all from the start to the 


fi nish. Rotowaro as we knew it was beginning to change forever. All that was being left for us was its memories. Being 


one of the last families there was a strange sensation when it was almost barren, Rotowaro was overrun with cicadas. 


In summer they would echo in the millions. The sound was very intense and had a meditating effect on me. But I can’t 


really recall my last and fi nal day in that house. All I remember was the excitement of moving to another house. We had 


stayed in Rotowaro long after it had closed down, so I guess I had all that time to say goodbye and because it was such 


a long process, I don’t think it came as a real shock to the system. I had a long time to accept my change.


Taniwha Williams. 1999 105
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Rachel, Josie and Phillip Kingi, Shannan and Renee Renata in the Wilsons’ vacated house, Matai Rd. 1987 107
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And even though you’ve left Rotowaro now, you still have to drive through the place to get to Huntly or Auckland. 


What’s that like?


In the beginning it was strange; the feeling of having to keep on driving knowing that I don’t live there any more. But 


by then so much had changed and Rotowaro was unrecognisable. Roads had been dug up so access to most parts 


of Rotowaro had been cut off. I drove through there one time and our house had been busted down. It was all a heap 


of nothing. A painful sight really. It hurt to see our home like that. Everything was overgrown. It was just a mess. The 


school had been dug up and my sister and I tried to recall where everything used to be. We used to have a honeysuckle 


vine that grew on our street lamp outside our driveway. That was still there, but twice the size I remembered it. Our fruit 


trees were still there. So was the eucalyptus tree, the tree with the awesome swings. But by the following week they 


were also in a big heap of nothing. I couldn’t believe our tree, our enormous swing tree had been cut down. But it was 


all part of my letting go. Saying goodbye one last time.


 Pretty soon after that the new road that bypassed Rotowaro had been completed. Now there’s no public access 


and it’s all nothing but one big hole in the ground. And as each day goes by the hole gets bigger and deeper.


You were quite adaptable really.


Yeah we were. I guess it was a matter of having to, really. We didn’t have a choice.


Do you see what has happened at Rotowaro as progress? Did it have to happen?


Yes, it was in the name of progress. Unfortunately it was at a cost. Our cost. The cost of the people. We all had to pack 


up our lives and leave all that we had lived for behind. All that we had built over the years. Everything. The relationships, 


memories of being happy and enjoying life as it is—because it was a happy little community. At least that’s the way 


that I remember it. For some of us Rotowaro was all we knew. It was our home, our papakainga. So yes, it was in the 


name of progress, but we were the ones that had to make the sacrifi ce. 


 And did it have to happen? I’m going to have to say yes. I believe that everything in life happens for a reason. We 


have to fi nd its purpose. I must admit that it was hard saying goodbye and having to let go and start anew, but I don’t 


have any regrets about moving. It’s sad that it did happen, because we had a good thing going on there at Rotowaro. 


But life goes on.


Taniwha Williams. 1999108
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Tawa Street. 1987 109
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George Marshall waits around while the Huntly Fire Brigade burns down a Tawa Street house as part of a training exercise. 1987 111
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Huntly Fire Brigade exercise in Tawa Street. 1987 113
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The Nepe family holds a Guy Fawkes bonfi re and barbecue at the site of their demolished house. 1987 115
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The Huntly Power Station seen from the Huntly Cemetery. 1985 117
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Ken Johnson in the Rotowaro Township Mine. 1999118
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When they had the meeting at the hall to say that they’re going to bulldoze the township down, it didn’t really come as 


a great shock because being miners we knew there was hell of a lot of coal left under the township. Progress said that 


they had to get it out one day and this is how they were going to do it. Yeah, could have been a little bit of shock there 


at the start but I don’t think it lasted very long because it was just progress; something that had to happen. To be 


honest I haven’t been sad about it. Anyway, I thought the way State Coal helped people out was more than ample 


compensation. When you think you only paid a thousand dollars for your house, that’s all I paid for this one. And a hell 


of a lot of guys, like me, got employed here because of what they’ve done, when you think of the jobs created by the 


opencast mining. So yeah, maybe it was for the best in the long run.


Right now you’re actually taking coal out from where the township was. What’s that like?


I can be marking something out, when I’ll suddenly stand up and think, “Gee, I can remember who used to live there.” 


I look at where the digger is at the moment and I remember the house that was there. And I think, “Where’s that house 


now?” I wonder, “Why did they bulldoze that house down?” Or I’ll remember where the bowling club was, or that I’m 


working just below where the football fi eld was.


 My sister, she came over from Perth before Christmas, and I took her around Rotowaro Mine. We were up on top of 


the hill and I said, “Remember, this is where our Aunty and Uncle used to live; Pearl and Ed Johnson.” I said, “Well stand 


here and I will take your photo. You’re standing right in their section now!” So I took a photo of her, but there wasn’t a 


trace of the house or anything. Then we move on a little bit and I say, “Remember that’s where the road went down to 


the shops… the school… the big oak tree…” 


 And the other day I saw this guy with a video camera at the old Carbo, by the side of the road. So I stopped and I 


said, “You’re Trouble, aren’t you?” And we laughed, because that was his nickname, “Trouble Stirling”—been away from 


Rotowaro for twenty years, working in Australia. Anyway, he said to me, “Where the hell’s Hangapipi Road? I want to 


see where my old house was.” He used to live right next to Jack McManus, the pigeon man. So I said I’d take him in the 


mine to have a look. He was stoked. He walked up Hangapipi Road with his video camera going, and by the time he got 


to where he used to live, tears were rolling down his eyes. Brilliant. 


 Now I suppose I’m fortunate in my job, that I can still spend time in the old village, even though it’s gone.
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You’re now working in the Rotowaro open-cast mine but you told me your mining career started underground. 


Oh yeah. I was only sixteen, I think, when I fi rst went underground at Glen Afton Mine. And that was basically because 


they couldn’t get people to work in the mines in them days. So I fi rst started on the surface. I was only on the surface for 


a few months and they said, “Would you like to go underground?” 


Was there any danger underground?


Yep, underground dangers. You’re defying nature actually. That’s what you’re doing when you’re taking coal out. I’ve been 


chased out of the mine a few times, not right out of the mine but out of the place where you were working. And the mine 


would creak and groan and your experience was the thing that told you when your place was going to ‘come in.’ I’ve seen 


us working up a hill, that’s when it was more dangerous, and when it did come in you would be running down the hill and 


you might even be laughing your head off at the time but most of it would be with fear. But you had these big lumps of 


stone chasing you down the hill. So yeah, it used to be pretty freaky at times. 


 When I was at Mahon’s Mine I actually lost a couple of mates down there. Harold Fairhurst was the last one that 


got killed. He just walked into the place after they’d fi red a shot and the whole place collapsed and crushed him. Peter 


Graham was the other guy; father of six, prime of his life. And he was just standing there waiting to go in place to shift 


the blocks around and straight above him the coal just gave way and just knocked him forward and broke his neck and 


that was the end of Pete. It was a big shock.


Did you see that happen?


No. I was in the garden and I seen the ambulance go past and I said to Sally, “I think there’s something gone wrong up 


the mine.” I just jumped in the car and went up there and they’d just brought Peter to the surface. For some reason I 


just had an eerie feeling that something’s not right. That’s why I went up there. But yeah, it was pretty tragic when you 


leave a wife and six children and it must be hard for the people that had to go and tell them. The union delegate and the 


manager I think were the two people that had to tell his wife and family, “Your husband’s not coming home today.” It’s 


gotta be a very traumatic experience I reckon for them guys and I know it really knocked that family around.


Ken Johnson. 1999–2000 121
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Ken Johnson (top left) and friends at a Rotowaro Bowling Club social. Video by Lyn Thomas. ca 1983 123
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Tell me about Peter Graham’s death underground. How did the miners respond to that death?


Oh it really knocks miners around when they lose a mate like that. It was tradition that when a guy got killed like 


that everyone went home straight away, nobody hung around. They’re more likely just to go and get on the booze 


straight away the next night and drown their sorrows. And the mine would be closed for the next two to three 


days and some of the Maoris wouldn’t turn up for another week. And certainly after the funeral they give them a 


fair sort of a wake—that seems to be one of the main traditions in mining in general actually. But yeah, things 


like that really knock those guys around. I think that’s how they used to get around was to hit the bottle in those 


days. There was no counselling went on—I don’t think that that sort of stuff was even invented in them days. 


Did you go along to the wake?


Yeah, I was in the front row, mate. I carried Peter Graham to his grave. It is not something… it is always some-


thing you think about. It’s pretty tough. Just think, a healthy fi t man like that and he is no more. And he was one 


of the guys that when you used to go to work in the morning, he was always one of the chirpy ones. That made 


it even harder not to have that guy across from you in the bus the next day.


Is there a particular kind of mining culture?


The camaraderie of the underground guys. We were always very close. Even when we went on holidays we still 


stayed close together. At one time everyone used to go to Raglan for the Christmas holidays and there would just 


about be one lane of all Rotowaro families camped in a row. If you worked with a guy on the coal he was even 


your mate away from work. Today you seem to say to a guy at the end of the week, “I’ll see you on Monday,” and 


you don’t have much to do with them. 
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Ken Johnson. 1999–2000


What did you get up to after hours? Tell us about the bowling club—when I visited during your tournaments 


it seemed to be a serious local event. I went to a couple of tournaments, and even a Guy Fawkes barbecue 


organised by the club. I think you were on the barbecue and lighting fi reworks.


The Bowling Club—that was one of the social places, well the only social place to meet in Rotowaro. On 


tournament days at Rotowaro it was always noted that we used to get a mini-tanker and put it at one end of 


the green. So it was very social bowling in those days at Rotowaro, more than a lot of places. Once you had 


played one way and you come back the other way you always took the opposition to the bar and had a glass 


of beer while you were waiting. The way bowls was played at Rotowaro was totally different from anywhere 


else because of the social side of it. I’ve seen us play down there where it got so dark people had to light 


matches down the end of the green so you could see where to bowl to, after a full days bowling and the 


tournament hadn’t quite fi nished. That actually happened once in my time at the bowling club. And I wasn’t on 


the winning team that day!


 They had a church in Rotowaro but not many of us frequented that. We also had a guy called “Father 


Spence,” that was Marjorie Spence’s father. We still call him Father Spence, still going, 87 years old. It was 


his job to go down on the Sunday morning and open the Bowling Club bar at 10 o’clock—that was our church. 


We would go down there and have the ‘reviver’ after the Saturday sessions. If you had a hard night on the 


Saturday night you might need some ‘hair of the dog.’


It must have been hard letting go of that special Rotowaro culture.


I know there was a lot of upset people when they said the township had to close but I think if you talk to most 


of them now, they all made the break and they’ve all gone on with their lives. I don’t know of anyone that said 


it was for the worst. I know I certainly don’t think that way. I think it was one of the greatest things that ever 


happened to me. It fi nally got me off my butt to do something about owning my own house.
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Ken, Sally and son Brett at their Matai Street house. 1987 and 1989 127
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The teacher’s house, Tawa Street. 1987 and 1989 129
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Cordonville Road backyards. 1987 and 1989 131
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Coalfi elds Dairy. 1987 and 1989 133
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Main Road. 1987 and 1989 135
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Tawa Street backyards. 1987 and 1989 137
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Yarrows’ living room. 1984138
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Lyall Yarrow 139
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Lyall and Vera Yarrow on the day of their departure. 25 March, 1985140
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By the time the Yarrows left Rotowaro, families seemed to be departing every couple 


of weeks. All around the village houses were being demolished. Most of the Yarrows’ 


contemporaries had gone, and Lyall was missing them. This was not the retirement he 


had looked forward to. He told me about the disappearance of “a solid little community 


of—in many cases—wonderful people, very loyal, very co-operative, they really were. 


It’s gone from that to a transitory community, to something that’s now going to dis-


appear off the face of the earth. I don’t think any of us like that, but we have to face 


it because there’s three and a half million tonnes of coal beneath us.” He wondered 


where the logic of the new ways of coal extraction would lead: “Huntly is loaded with 


coal underneath too. Are we going to disintegrate Huntly as well as Rotowaro? These are 


some of the things we’ve got to face in the future. We’re going to run out of coal sooner 


or later. What happens then?” 


 Huntly, ten kilometres to the northeast, was, to State Coal Mines, the logical 


place to relocate Rotowaro people. Surely Huntly, with a population of 7000, would 


have an infrastructure big enough to absorb the small infl ux? And, being the central 


mining settlement of the coalfi elds, wasn’t it also the centre of the industrial and social 


culture with which Rotowaro people were familiar? But as State Coal soon found, many 


Rotowaro people, Maori in particular, could not be persuaded of the benefi ts of the 


urban shift. They were apprehensive of the higher cost of urban rentals, but in essence, 


they wanted to retain their rural lifestyles and their ancestral connections to the land.


 The Ministry of Energy got the message. Its ‘Rotowaro Township Removal Study,’ 


released in 1986, recommended the appointment of a community liaison offi cer to 


facilitate the relocation of Rotowaro people. Nancy Buckley, one of my fi rst ‘contacts’ 


at Rotowaro back in 1984, was chosen for the job. 


 Nancy immediately brought the Department of Maori Affairs into the picture. By 


providing 24 of Rotowaro’s Maori families with affordable loans, the department made it 


possible for them to retain their rural lifestyles and ancestral whenua connection. Nancy 


and her coal-miner husband, Keith, were among the 24 families to buy a Rotowaro house 


from State Coal, relocate it by truck and plant it in a nearby small community; becoming, 


in the process, fi rst-time property owners. Something they hadn’t imagined.


 Many of the Pakeha families took the urban option of Huntly with its essential 


services like shops and doctors that were disappearing or non-existent in marginalised 


rural communities. But urban relocation also had its costs, as one who made the move 


soon noticed. In Rotowaro, said Marj Thomas, “we were a community that used to meet 


at least once a day, usually at the post offi ce and at the village shop where we had to go 


to get bread and basics. The relocation not only disestablished Rotowaro but fragmented 


the whole community. We were all scattered all over the place. The people are still the 


same, but Rotowaro was never the same again. We were not a tight-knit community any 


more. It’s as simple as that.” 


 Most Rotowaro families moved only within a 15 kilometre radius of their former 


village. The Yarrows though, moved 440 kilometres away to Palmerston North, to be 


closer to Vera’s family.


 Their fi nal day in Rotowaro was unspectacular. Amid the labelling of boxes, an old 


miner friend called in to say farewell, replete in steel-capped boots and hardhat, and I 


came to take photographs. I watched their car disappear down the road as they headed 


for their new Manawatu state house. 


Moving Out
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they wanted to retain their rural lifestyles and their ancestral connections to the land.
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New Huntly subdivisions prepared for departing Rotowaro residents. 1987 143
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Rotowaro School projects. 1985 145
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Rotowaro School project by Miah. 1985146
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Mine workers from all around the coalfi elds gathered at the Rotowaro Football Field. 


Beer fl owed freely. Barbecues blazed. A Huntly blues band wailed away under the large 


marquee. For many this miners’ “crying party” marked an abrupt end to a career in 


the mining industry. A total of 495 redundancy letters had just gone out in the Huntly-


Rotowaro region. 


 1987 was turning out to be a tumultuous year. The relocation crisis coincided 


with this ‘disemployment’ crisis, as State Coal Mines was restructured into the Coal 


Corporation of NZ Ltd, a new ‘state owned enterprise.’ 


 Why the restructuring? Why such job losses? The Labour Government of the 1980s 


engineered a whole range of political and economic reforms designed to loosen State 


control of assets and open the country to global market forces. This acted, in the short 


term, to make the local industry and communities more vulnerable. 


 In the year of the restructuring, the Huntly Power Station dramatically cut its coal 


consumption after being converted to burn natural gas as well as coal. The power station 


had also been corporatised, and with it came increased focus on profi t. Gas, which was 


being produced at appreciably lower costs, became the preferred fuel for the thermal 


power station. Previously the government had regulated supply and demand in the 


energy sector, but under the new regime, market forces ruled. In the 1980s Rotowaro 


coal found itself in a vulnerable position because the mining industry concentrated on 


a domestic market with only two main consumers: the Huntly Power Station and the 


Glenbrook Steel Mill. When the Huntly Power Station became less hungry for coal, jobs 


were on the line. 


 Rotowaro miner Keith Buckley received one of the 495 redundancy letters from 


Coal Corp, the same Coal Corp that had just employed his wife Nancy as the community 


liaison offi cer, responsible for helping people make the transition out of Rotowaro.


Crying Party
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Miners’ Crying Party held at the Rotowaro Football Field. 1987 149
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Maori Farm Opencast Mine, viewed from an old underground mine drive. 1989 151
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Boot Bar Motorcycle Club meeting at the Rotowaro Football Field. 1993 153
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Keith and Nancy Buckley at the road to the Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 1999154
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15 October, 1984. My ‘fi rst contacts’ in Rotowaro invited the stranger wandering 


the village photographing its half-demolished houses in for a cup of tea. That day in 


October I took photographs of Nancy and Keith Buckley with their sons, Bruce and 


Peter, around the kitchen table. We became friends and over the next few years I 


visited frequently—photographing Keith at work in the mine, mowing lawns, playing 


with the kids, Nancy doing her community work, attending Maori Affairs meetings at 


the Rotowaro Hall.


 But it wasn’t for fi fteen years, long after Rotowaro had been disbanded and the 


Buckleys had moved to the South Island city of Nelson, that I recorded their words. 


In 1999, during one of Nancy and Keith’s return visits to the Waikato, I picked them 


up at Huntly and we drove through Rotowaro and on to Pukemiro. There was a lot of 


talk; and a lot of silence too.


Nancy
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What were you thinking when we drove through Rotowaro today?


I always knew there was coal under the township but I always thought that if we came back I would be able to recognise 


or look at Rotowaro and there would be certain landmarks. But it has really changed and it is really different. I don’t 


recognise it geographically. For Maori you normally have wairua at certain places, but nothing’s there. It is like when the 


heart of the town was dug up there is nothing there other than memories. But they say progress is a dirty word for Maori, 


for indigenous people, I felt a bit like that. 


So what do you now consider to be your home place?


It’s a triangle for me; one point at Rotowaro, then it goes to Rangiriri, then it goes to Huntly and back to Rotowaro. 


I sort of grew up in an area say twenty miles one way, twenty miles the other way and twenty miles this way, and lived 


within that triangle. I was actually born in Rangiriri, but from infant to teenage years all my life was in Rotowaro.


What was Rotowaro like before people moved out, what type of township was it, what sort of culture was it?


I think in the 1960s it was a thriving community; there was always a lot of things going on. We had our own little world 


there. At the same time I was a lot younger then and I don’t ever recall my parents being worried about where they would 


go in the future. The feeling was that we would always live there. 


 I grew up amongst cousins, extended family. We didn’t have much of a racial thing that you hear about now. Most 


of us were children of coal miners so we came together socially, culturally. My father was a miner. My father came into 


the Rotowaro area in the 1950s and he was a coal miner right up until the time he died in 1977. He had had an accident 


in the Rotowaro mine and it cost him an eye. He was offered redundancy, a lump sum, but he preferred to retain a job 


if he was able to. So he got part of a lump sum and he went to work on the pit top. His brothers were also miners and 


likewise so was my husband Keith. There wasn’t much talk of solo parents. And the thing I especially remember; 


full-time employment. My father was a miner, my brothers were miners and everybody had work.


 My father had strong affi liations to the Tainui whakapapa. And I think most of the coal miners who lived in Rotowaro 


did too, despite the fact that quite a few of them came from other tribal areas. They linked together in social times to 


fund-raise. When I hit my teens, say from about eleven through to about fi fteen, quite a few of the miners used to have 


a social club called ‘The Red Shed.’ Today it would be called sly-grogging; they were selling beer without a license. They 


socialised and came together for social drinks and they had socials, darts and all those sorts of things. And they had 


a kaupapa to fund-raise money for the building of Kimiora which is one of the houses at Turangawaewae on the marae. 


One of the barmen told me that they had made seven thousand dollars and they would koha that to the marae building. 


But I don’t know if they told the marae how they made the money! But any how it went across. I kind of like it like that. 


They weren’t selling beer for the sake of getting themselves better off, there was a kaupapa that they were following. 
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The Red Shed was right by the Carbonisation Works factory. And your house was right next to it too. 


What was it like living near the Carbonisation Works? Can you describe the atmosphere?


That mixture of tar and smoke. It was polluted; the air was. The water certainly was. Well it was a carbonisation plant; 


they took coal, they compress it and it’s mixed with tar, to make ‘carbos.’ The factory was actually at the bottom of the 


hill and we lived on the top of that hill. That’s ironic too, that the water reserve is up there at the Carbo. It was like this 


massive big swimming pool, and I always wondered why they had that water reserve thing up there, because the Carbo 


used to give off real strong fumes. Once a year my father would empty out our water tank and it would be quarter full with 


black coal dust. Apart from that we got used to it, we were very healthy. Not many people from the Carbo got sick; I don’t 


know whether it was to do with those fumes or what. But it must have been good for us because nobody was ever sick 


up there. Must be the elements, must be something lacking in our diet that we got out of that! 


Did your family own the home you lived in?


No. The only Maori who owned homes were those who owned the land on the fringes of Rotowaro, like the Williams and 


the Mahutas. But the homes down in the township were owned by State Coal. I remember my Dad asking and applying to 


buy the house that we lived in at the Carbo and there were quite a few Maori who were not allowed to. But the thing was 


that in Rotowaro the pakeha coal miners were given the option to buy houses from the State. They were allowed but the 


Maori weren’t. 


That’s hard to believe.


Oh it’s the truth. My uncle was actually a deputy in the Rotowaro mine. He always wanted to own his own home; they 


wouldn’t allow it. Though just down the road the other pakeha miners owned them. There were a lot of Maori who worked 


for the State in places like coal mines and in some ways they benefi ted, like they had cheap rental. We never really paid 


more than two dollars fi fty rent. But you weren’t allowed to own it. But nearly all of the State enterprise homes were 


substandard; railways were the same. Look, a lot of these homes were built back in the 1950s in the great boom of 


building throughout New Zealand. I learnt a lot of that when I went to university and did Social Policy; I majored in Social 


Policy. But policies are changing now and it is ‘user-pays’ for whoever can afford it, in a time economically when not many 


Maori can afford anything.


When was the fi rst that you heard about the plan to remove the township?


1979. Not long after our oldest son was born. Then Keith came back from work and said they were having a special 


meeting about doing away with Rotowaro township. He was going to the meeting. That was the fi rst time I heard about it.


How did it feel?


I wasn’t really worried at that stage.


Why is that?


New son in the house, there was more to do to looking after him, and getting him into a routine. But I think Keith 


was worried. 


 And I do recall going up into the town later and standing outside the post offi ce with some elderly pakeha folk that 


were very worried. But from 1979 onwards there wouldn’t be a week that Keith didn’t bring it up about his concern about 


Rotowaro. They seemed to immediately worry about their jobs, their futures and all that sort of thing. I think Keith was 


more worried about it than me. 
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Keith and Nancy Buckley at work and at home around Rotowaro. 1984–87 159
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How did you fi nd the coal mining industry fi rst handled that notifi cation to residents? 


Did they communicate it very well?


They were sending out all these notices. Management called meetings. But I think the big thing at the time was the 


‘Think Big Project’ of the National Government, and energy was a big thing for them. The management was talking 


in terms of progress and millions of tonnes of coal and millions of dollars. And they were going to take Rotowaro 


whether we liked it or not. At the fi rst meeting we had I really admired Rotowaro; I think just about the whole of the 


community turned out. Some of them were really angry and some of them felt management didn’t handle it properly. 


Those that were really worried were the home-owners; worried about the value of their homes. And for some reason 


or another the Maori, to me, hadn’t quite grasped it. And then when all the pakeha home-owners were bought out, 


suddenly the town was left with all the Maori folk. That was a process that took from say 1980 up to 1986. 


 At the time when it was fi nalised that Rotowaro would be relocated, there was this guy David Brash, he worked 


within the Environmental Section of State Coal. They did a survey and gave options to the township. Amongst the 


options, one was to move into new homes and to new subdivisions that State Coal had bought in Huntly especially 


for Rotowaro residents. But at the same time, with the threat of having no job, some of the miners did not want to 


move into those homes and pay the higher rents; they felt that they wouldn’t last long there and they would have to 


move out. And there was also the worry about having been raised in the community of Rotowaro and having young 


families, some of the miners did not want to move into a big town and they feared there would be problems. Like 


Trevor Williams, he had a very young family, and the Renatas; they did not want to take their kids into town. They 


wanted their kids to have the same type of rural lifestyles that they had. And a group of about twenty to thirty Maori 


and pakeha families decided they would not move to Huntly, and the option they wanted was to own their own 


homes in rural areas.


 And then the management really turned. It became obvious to management that a lot of us weren’t going to 


move into the Huntly subdivisions they wanted us to go to. We were going to make a stand, so we ran into things 


like having the water switched off. The Mines switched our water off. They said the water was leaking all over the 


place and they couldn’t get it repaired. But it was obvious to us that it was happening because we were making a 


stand for not wanting to move to the homes they wanted us to go into. They wouldn’t come and collect those toilet 


cans for those that were still needing to have the service. They were not doing repairs to homes. And where the 


water was concerned I rang this Maori guy that was driving one of the water trucks for the Mines and he came up 


with the water truck in the main street and we’d all go up with our buckets and fi ll up with water. But that went on 


for two weeks and I felt State Coal were trying to squeeze us out. But what we did—I said, “I’m going to ring the 


star reporter from the Waikato Times.” As soon as the Mines heard that he was heading in, the water was back on, 


the toilet cans got emptied. 


 We felt really isolated then and I contacted government departments for help for those who wanted to remain 


rurally. Nobody wanted to help, but eventually got around to Maori Affairs. It happened at the time that Koro Wetere 


was coming into Huntly and he was the Minister of Maori Affairs at the time. It was just a fl ying visit; in and out. 


I asked to meet with him at the District Council in Huntly. So I wrote a proposal and spoke to the Secretary but 


his personal secretary did not want us to be doing things like that. So I just walked up and gave it to Koro. The 


proposal was a special housing package to set up a scheme whereby miners could buy Rotowaro State Houses, 


with mortgages put up by Maori Affairs. And in two weeks Koro replied. He said to me that he was considering the 


proposal. He had sent inspectors from Maori Affairs to inspect and have a look. And I think they, being bureaucrats, 


told Koro that it wasn’t really needed, that we had two housing areas that we could move into in Huntly, built 


specifi cally for Rotowaro residents. So I contacted Koro again and told him that we were getting desperate and 


these people won’t move. So he sent one of his people from Wellington, came and had a look and assessed the 


situation and Koro made available for us the funds on a special housing proposal. 


 But I think the biggest thing lying over us, the biggest problem was to do whether we had jobs or not. In the 


restructuring when Coal Corp took over there were about 495 redundancies; most of them were Maori that were laid 


off. Those fellows in the 1980s knocked back a lot of the labourers right across the country, not only in Rotowaro.
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What do you think initiated that?


Government reforms, State owned enterprise policies, selling off a lot of those things. A lot of Maori used to work 


for the State; those jobs were not available any more. There was a big restructuring right throughout the country; 


economically and socially and even educationally. 


A lot of that was initiated by the Labour Government. How do you feel about that?


Oh yes. Well I haven’t voted for them since. But I have more of an understanding of why economically and what’s 


happened overseas. Since leaving Rotowaro I embarked on tertiary education towards a degree. Some of the 


papers I picked up were Economics, Social Policy papers; so it gave me an understanding on a wider view than 


just Rotowaro. 


And you were one of the twenty-four families that took that Maori Affairs housing option. 


What did that mean to you personally?


Well it meant we could own our own house. It was a blessing because Keith was looking at redundancy and yet 


we were going to own our own home! On the day that Keith and I signed up for our particular mortgage we were 


looking at repayments of about two hundred dollars a week at that time, and a week later he was made redundant 


and those mortgage repayments were linked to the amount that you made. He went from a miner’s job to a 


benefi t, so the mortgage repayments came right down from two hundred dollars a week to one hundred and sixty 


a month! Keith and I had saved up quite a bit and we had a good deposit—about ten thousand. And the mortgage 


was about fi fty three thousand. 


So this was the fi rst house that you owned?


Yes. That had to be a benefi t. In fact it will be a fi rst home that most everyone of these folks owned. That was one 


of the conditions; you had to be fi rst home buyers. But I tell you something, because the State Owned Enterprises 


Act had come in and Maori had been working in state forestry, railways and all those sorts of jobs for the State 


and at the same time renting state homes—that particular proposal went right across the board to those folks 


that were in the railways that were made redundant as well. They were allowed to buy the State Homes that they 


were living in. 


So did you feel that you initiated something quite signifi cant?


Oh yes I did. But I didn’t think it would go that far, but anyway in recognition of that I received this medal—


Women’s Suffrage Medal in 1993 for that, as a social worker.


How were you chosen to be a social worker?


I think management knew there were a lot of Maori families of second generation and perhaps third generation 


Maori families that would not go easy, that wouldn’t just leave the town. So they wanted a person that knew the 


community, possibly who grew up in the community and who knew the folk. But at the same time I had also been 


away to Auckland and began the fi rst of my studies towards a social work degree. Well I applied for the job, it was 


the Liaison Project Offi cer working for State Coal Mines, and the job description was to work with State Coal in 


helping people relocate out of Rotowaro into the options that were given. 
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Was there a way in which you were also elected by the people of Rotowaro to do this job?


Did the people of Rotowaro want me to do the job? Well actually I was already doing it before I got appointed. That’s 


right, I was actually one of management’s problems when the news went around the town that Rotowaro had to be 


relocated. And I was popping questions to management that they didn’t like. Well I guess it was more like, “if you 


can’t beat them join them.” They put me in their team. 


 But I was actually sacked three times from the job. I’ll tell you about the incident about those Maori who owned 


the land which is on the buffer zone where the Williams’ farms and houses are. There was an old kaumatua who was 


a land-owner who was awaiting compensation from the Public Works Act of the 1960s; his name was Moses. But he 


was not fl uent in the English language so he sought the help of Sir Bob Mahuta at the time to be his spokesman. 


So State Coal said to me, would I approach Moses, and they showed me the letter that the Tainui Trust Board 


had written on behalf of this kaumatua to say that they would be negotiating. It was really saying, “if you want to 


talk about this man’s land you talk to us.” But the State wanted me to disregard the letter and talk to the old fella 


anyway. I read the letter and said “no I won’t,” so the comment was “well you work for us, and if you aren’t going to 


do this what use are you?” So I said, “oh well, who cares, do what you like.” So I think I lost the job at two o’clock 


and was reinstated by fi ve. The Project Offi cer asked me to go to work again. Then I think I got the sack again for 


talking to Lloyd Jones, the newspaper reporter. It wasn’t really an easy job but I think what they forgot, even though 


I was their employee, I was also a resident of Rotowaro. I was there as a resident fi rst and foremost. 


Sounds like it was diffi cult being different things for different people. 


You were sort of the meat in the middle of the sandwich.


Yeah, well I never let the bread close in on me—either way. 


 Now when I think about it, for a lot of us who left Rotowaro possibly it was a good thing because of the housing, 


and because of the government policies of the day. It would have been hard to live in Rotowaro; no jobs, there was 


no future there after the Labour government’s reforms of the 1980s. For a lot of the people it was a good thing to 


move. Despite that close-knit community that we had I don’t really know if people have regretted it—possibly the 


older folk. 


 For Keith and I we made a real big change. We left our own tribal area, moved to Nelson. And Keith and I are 


on a marae, the only marae for Nelson city, that affi liates to eight iwi. Our life is pretty busy and hectic; Keith is 


a kaumatua on that particular marae. I think in one year we did one hundred and sixty-seven powhiri. It’s also a 


commercial marae. Tourism is a big part of the area. We welcome Japanese and all sorts of people onto the marae; 


Treaty of Waitangi consultants, forestry consultants, and it has just been all that sort of thing. I don’t know if we 


would have got into all of that if we had still been in Rotowaro. Probably not.
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Abandoned Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 2002 165
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Vacated village. 1987 167
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Vacated village. 1987 169
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Beer can discarded after the fi nal meeting of the Boot Bar Motorcycle Club in Rotowaro. 3 September, 1997172
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2 October 1997. This is my last walk along the road that winds its way through the 


remnants of Rotowaro village. The roadsides are fl ush with the spring growth of wild 


fl owers, the descendants of the seeds left behind when the emptying and leveling of 


Rotowaro’s gardens took place. 


 The emptying of Rotowaro coincided with a massive decline in demand for coal, 


which, just as suddenly, stalled the opencast mine plan. For ten years the place went 


into limbo—what had been houses, gardens and streets was put into pasture, fenced 


off and leased to local farmers for grazing cattle. 


 A wasteland, some former villagers called it. Many who talked to me during that 


ten year period expressed frustration at what actually happened to the place they’d 


known as home: “Why did we have to leave? We could have stayed there.”


 Swamp to my left, a pile of household rubbish to my right, I cross the rusty rail 


track, the artery that once pulsed with coal from the underground mines. Ahead of 


me a roadside sign: “WARNING—SUBSIDENCE HAZARD, BARRIERS & ALARMS.” But I 


am more alert to the traffi c of heavy machinery rumbling past. The demand for coal 


is clearly on the rise again. Soon the great earthmovers will be folding back the 


overburden to expose the coal seams, and the pastoral landscape and wildfl owers 


will be as invisible as the village that was here. 


  I search for some last signs of the village. At a bend in the road I come to the 


remains of the bowling club. In the car park I pick up a souvenir, a crushed Waikato 


Beer can, artifact of a recent Boot Bar Motorcycle Club party held to commemorate 


a member killed in a road accident. Following the rise of the road to where the 


Rotowaro Hall once stood, I walk around the foundations thinking about the fi rst time 


I entered. A Country Women’s Institute meeting was in full-swing: Pearl Johnson and 


her cohort singing the national anthem, discussing business, pouring cups of tea. 


My mind shifts to Huntly where I recently visited the same women, still meeting 


together under their Rotowaro banner, despite the erasure of their village. 


 On my way out of the village I come to the Rotowaro Football Field. Its lone 


set of goal posts will be my marker for documenting change from now on. I’ll keep 


coming here with my camera, watching the opencast mine eat its way towards them, 


eventually consuming them and the weedy, knee-high grass they stand in.


Limbo
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Rotowaro Township Mine. 1999 175
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Rotowaro Branch of the Country Women’s Institute, Jubilee celebration held in Huntly. 1999 177
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Coal Corporation advertisement placed in ‘North & South’ magazine, issue 101. 1994 179
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Page from Waikato Carbonisation Company Ltd booklet, issued to mark the opening of the factory in 1930180
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Coal mining looks like dirty business.


 Coal Corp’s PR tried to counteract this image by projecting a clean and green image, to persuade 


the world it was an agency of environmental responsibility. Choosing to focus on ‘sustainable manage-


ment,’ the key concept of the government’s new Resource Management Act, they ran a campaign in 


1994 featuring Rotowaro: ‘A large opencast mine with a constant fl ow of heavy machinery removing 


huge chunks of earth and coal. Not a sight to gladden the heart of the ardent environmentalist. Or 


is it? Because Coal Corp, which runs the Rotowaro mine has an immutable philosophy: to return the 


land to a condition as good as, if not better, than when they found it.’


 But the advertisement made no mention of the removal of Rotowaro village, nor the impact on 


the 400 people who were forced to relocate, whose social landscape was erased, to be replaced with 


a ‘naturalised’ landscape of lush pasture, trees and clear streams. And it failed to mention a large 


piece of history that is impossible to ignore.


 Still standing, as a stark remnant of Rotowaro’s industrial past, the abandoned Waikato 


Carbonisation Factory suggests the arcadia of Coal Corp’s advertising will be a tough picture to 


maintain. Built in 1930, the factory is a rare example of an industry that processed slack coal to 


produce heating briquettes, creosote and tar. Some mines offi cials tell me they would rather see 


it demolished, but the New Zealand Historic Places Trust has designated it as a site of industrial 


heritage, and worthy of preservation.


 While for some the factory ruins may be a reminder of a social past, for others it is a marker of 


environmental pollution. Mick McCallum was just one of many with stories to tell about the ‘Carbo’ 


factory’s impact on the air and water: “She used to stink, didn’t she. The dust was in the air too. 


You’d go round and clean the windowsills… and half an hour later it was just the same.” 


 The factory was also why puhi, the once-abundant, and to many Rotowaro Maori, once-venerated 


eel, was now so scarce. Years of phenol discharges from the factory into the Awaroa Stream had 


knocked back the aquatic life not only in the stream, but also in Lake Waahi in Huntly. 


 When Waikato Carbonisation Ltd went into liquidation in 1987, it left six and a half million litres 


of phenol in a settlement pond, as well as other toxic residues in the surrounding soil. The prolonged 


disputes over who was responsible for the cleanup operation did nothing to improve the situation that 


kaumatua, cited in Pare Hopa’s report, spoke about with ‘grave concern.’ 


 Touring the factory site in 1986, they’d seen ‘a highly toxic phenol pond within a few metres of 


the Awaroa Stream.’ From that moment the kaumatuas’ fears were that ‘seepage from the pond 


would contaminate the stream and its life and therefore an important food resource.’ State Coal’s 


assurances that adequate protection had been provided did little, the kaumatua added, to allay them.


 In 1990 the company that ran the factory struck a settlement with the government in which, 


with fi nancial support from central government and practical support from the Coal Corporation, the 


regional authority, Environment Waikato, would oversee the removal of toxic chemicals. And with a 


mixture of biotechnology and bulldozer power, the cleanup was accomplished. Solid Energy continues 


to measure toxic levels in the Awaroa Stream, and so far, things look good. Although, as the Historic 


Places Trust requires, the factory’s partially submerged, decaying remains are still there. They 


probably will be, long after the land has been rehabilitated, and mining all but forgotten.


Leave It As You Found It
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The abandoned Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 1995 183
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Inside the briquette making section at the abandoned Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 1999 185
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Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 1999 187
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Reuben Mills, Awaroa Stream. Downstream from the Waikato Carbonisation Factory. 2004188
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The offi ce window of Solid Energy’s Environmental Manager, Reuben Mills, overlooks 


a pastoral landscape that is so picture-perfect I fi nd it hard to imagine this space 


contained, not long ago, huge tracts of opencast mine. The fl ipside view, out the door 


opposite, is of a huge hole in the ground.


 Reuben Mills’ offi ce is a few minutes drive from where he grew up, the son of an 


underground miner. He spent much of his youth where the hole in the ground is, going to 


the movies there every Sunday night with his family, swimming in the streams that once 


fl owed through it, going for childhood adventures. And his dad worked in the network of 


mine tunnels beneath it. 


 They lived at Waikokowai, which along with Renown, Rotowaro, Pukemiro, Glen Afton, 


was one of the western Waikato villages that were built to exploit the district’s network 


of coal seams. Apart from Rotowaro, all the other villages are still intact—although 


you couldn’t really call them mining villages any more—better to call them ‘ex-mining’ 


villages. Mine closures, changing social trends and the loss of infrastructures mean very 


few of their residents still work in the mining industry. People don’t tend to live where 


they work any more.


 The son of a Rotowaro Coalfi elds miner, and of a Te Whanau-a-Apanui mother, 


Reuben brings considerable local knowledge to his job. Part science and part public 


relations, it’s a complex one. He has to ensure that the industry applies sustainable 


management principles to everything it does. And he has countless meetings with 


industry ‘stakeholders’—local farmers, Department of Conservation and local iwi. 


His Rotowaro childhood is often in his mind.


Reuben
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When we were kids we’d whip over and swim in the Rotowaro streams—in the Awaroa 


Stream, downstream of the Sanson’s Bridge and the Carbo Factory. There’d be around 


twenty of us. And the stream was fairly deep in places, so you could have a swim and 


then later on catch an eel out of the same hole—just using a nylon line, sinker, and a 


lump of meat on a hook. We’d take the eels home and smoke them, or we’d build a fi re 


and cook them right there by the stream. But sometimes they used to open up the gates 


for the settlement ponds at the Carbo, and a whole lot of vivid purple phenols would fl ow 


down and everything would go belly-up.


What did you do when you saw that?


Jump out. Because it used to nuke everything. Used to kill all the eels and everything. 


Those sorts of practices don’t happen any longer but there was some sort of acceptance 


back then in the 60s. 


 One of the reasons I went into mining is that I believed I could have as much effect 


environmentally by being part of it rather than standing on the outside. I consider myself 


to be an environmentalist. Over the last ten years I guess we’ve looked at ecological 


monitoring across those streams to just look at the health of the streams themselves, to 


look at the bugs that are in it—look at their environment, their abundance, their diversity 


and its good news stories for the streams—they’re the best aquatic environment in the 


catchment, for abundance and diversity.


Which is extraordinary because I think back to the 1980s and I visited those areas with 


a group of people who were writing a report for the mines, a report produced by the 


University to look at Maori spiritual and cultural values associated with Rotowaro in 


relation to the mining projects, and there were some kaumatua and people who seemed 


to be so disappointed that there had been a loss of eels and things from the streams 


and even Lake Waahi itself. And are you saying that now there’s been a turnaround?
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Yeah. I think there’s a couple of different issues there. Really one is that the standards of mining discharges 


weren’t that great and they have improved in the last twenty years. But I think that the way that we deal with 


stream diversions and consultations with iwi, with D.O.C., with Fish and Game and in getting the right plants, the 


right sinuosity in the stream, making sure that its catering for the fl ood plains and doing all those sorts of things 


has been successful. Now that means there is basically a stretch of restored streams through there that is very 


very good. And the University comes frequently, on a six monthly basis, and a whole lot of people come, and even 


iwi look at that as if to say, “this is the standard that you should be restoring streams to.”


I think there’s a perception out there that the mining industry is a pack of cowboys, that they’re just in it for as 


much as they can get and I think even when people see my photographs—often they see a photograph of an 


opencast mine and all they can think of is environmental damage. So its interesting hearing these other stories 


coming from you.


I mean, I have conversations even now with very well educated and thought of people who still have those same 


thoughts about mining, but still think the environmental damage is too high and don’t quite understand what we 


do and how we restore land. And when you talk to them they go, “oh shit, well I never knew that.” And these are 


well educated people and I guess it’s up to us to paint the right picture, to get that story out about how you can 


do it environmentally friendly, about the benefi ts of doing it, about the benefi t for the country and doing it here 


at home. 


 But I think that you’ve got to be able to look back at things you’ve done and they guide you for the future. 


So you’ve got to have some ties in your history as well. And with the Weaver’s Opencast Mine in Huntly you have 


a good example—it was mined through until the early 90s, then it closed and we were left with a hole in the 


ground. But then the hole fi lled up with water over the last ten years to form a nice lake, about 900m by 500m—


we call it Rotoiti. We’ve put in fi ve kilometres of walking tracks, mountain bike tracks, picnic areas. And there’s 


been several triathlons, and people can race wakas and can swim. You can go back, and you take the community 


back and you can say, “this is what successful mining can be about, this is the sort of thing we can deliver long 


term for the community, this is the sort of quality of land we can leave.” So you’ve got to build up that perception; 


the perception’s not as great as it could be out there. 


Reuben Mills. 2004 191
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Reuben Mills. 2004


Now Weavers isn’t far from Rotowaro and Huntly, and it’s an example of rehabilitation of an old mine working 


to some sort of recreational use. Is there any parallel with that and what you see happening with Rotowaro in 


the future?


Yeah I think there is. We tend to look at Weavers as a bit of a model, because there’s a social aspect to it 


and there’s also an environmental and ecological aspect. Now ecology wise, we’ve planted something like 


about 30,000 native and exotic trees around there and created wetlands in association with it. Now I imagine 


the learnings from there we are planning into the fi nal lake at Rotowaro. So what used to be probably several 


holes at Rotowaro will, in eleven years, end up by being one lake around about the location of the Carbo site. 


And that will probably be about a similar size lake to Rotoiti. So it will have a wetland resource associated 


with it, native plantings around the lake itself and then forestry plantings around that. So there is the 


opportunity to, I guess, return some of the loss of wetlands just in that small Rotowaro catchment associated 


with that lake. But now that we’ve learnt a lot from Weaver’s Opencast and people can look and see how we 


operate, there’s every indication that’s what we can do, and will do, at Rotowaro. And will do at any other 


open pit we have in the greater Waikato area. 


 I think the issue of what remnants or what historical sort of signifi cance or artifacts that you might see 


around Rotowaro in the future is something that also interests me because while you can do a very very 


good job at making the landscape look like no one was ever there, it probably doesn’t tell a true story of 


what’s happened and the passion and the pain and the families. So it would be nice to have something that 


explained the history. I’m not sure how we do that. I know that at Weaver’s we’ll have some plaques and 


different things that people will understand and can identify. I was contacted the other day by an old Maori 


lady who said that she knew the story of the original Maori people who lived on Weaver’s block when it was 


sort of swamp land. That’s the kind of history I’d like to tell, and it’s the kind of thing I want to explore with 


Rotowaro’s history too. 


It must be fascinating for you sometimes just to look at the incredible changes that have gone on in the 


environment, in the landscape, in the way you navigate yourself around that piece of country after all these 


years growing up in that environment. And now, knowing you’ve had a hand in not just observing the changes, 


but you’ve had a hand in helping to implement those changes…


Yeah, I think it is. It’s one of the passionate things that’s kept me in mining, I guess. I take my family 


around the rehabilitated site and I say, “those trees over there; I had school kids plant those fi fteen years 


ago, and one of the school kids was your uncle when he was fi fteen at college. And he’s now thirty.” I think 


implementing your standards, trying to get them improved and looking for ways to improve in changing land 


use—it is very satisfying. 


 And another change—as a corporation we’ve got one quarter of the people we used to have in ’87 and 


we produce four times as much coal. You know, in terms of reality it’s a change in technology but also a 


change in the focus of the company, away from being a social, very successful social company at the time. 


 Rotowaro has changed. It’s going to change again too. It’s one of my favourite places. You know, if we go 


rabbit shooting as a family, that’s where we go. We get a four-wheel drive, Vicki’s the driver, and a couple of 


kids on the back and we drive round the Waipuna Farm. Sometimes we get maybe twenty possums and fi ve 


rabbits. Part of being environmentally minded. Pest eradication. And a bit of fun for the kids in the country. 


We’ve done it for twenty years. But in a year or so we won’t be able to set foot on some of that land—it’s 


going to become part of the mining operation. So it’s fairly signifi cant really.
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13 May, 2004. I arrive at Solid Energy’s Rotowaro offi ce just before sundown. Once I’m 


kitted up with steel-capped gumboots, hardhat and refl ective jacket I could be mistaken 


for one of the night shift heading down into the Rotowaro Township mine. As Neville Tyler 


drives me into the pit a siren wails a warning. We pull over and wait fi ve minutes. The 


earth shakes as 15 tonnes of explosives rip through the overburden on the other side of 


the opencast pit. When the cloud of dust and yellow nitrous oxide smoke settles, we follow 


the night shift down towards the point of the blast. The evening light fades rapidly, to be 


replaced with a bank of stadium fl oodlights that circle the pit. The lighting seems as much 


for my camera as for the army of diggers, trucks and graders, who recommence the round-


the-clock toil of exposing and removing the black mineral. 


 Meanwhile, 10 kilometres northeast, the Huntly Power Station burns all the Rotowaro 


coal it can get. And that is not enough; Genesis Energy picks up the shortfall in demand by 


importing Indonesian and South Island coals. Carbon dioxide emissions, global warming 


and the Kyoto Treaty notwithstanding, recent forecasts of enough coal in New Zealand to 


last for another 800 years underscore an optimistic outlook in the coal industry. 


The Black Mineral
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The ‘Rotowaro Township Mine,’ currently the largest producing opencast coal mine 


in New Zealand, is expected to operate until around 2011, at which time 20 million 


tonnes of coal will have been extracted, leaving a large residual hole in the ground 


at the location of the former township. Then, what the company’s engineers call the 


‘terminal void,’ will be shaped into a lake and its surrounding slopes contoured to 


support forestry and pasture. 


 I will return to photograph this fabricated lake. And I’m sure it will look serenely 


‘natural.’ Apart from the semi-submerged ruins of the Carbo factory all signs of the 


other lake, ‘the lake of coal,’ will have been removed, and the name Rotowaro might 


need some explaining that it doesn’t need today.
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Houses being busted down left, right and centre. It was a strange feeling 
to have witnessed it all from the start to the fi nish. Rotowaro as we knew 
it was beginning to change forever. All that was being left for us was its 
memories. 
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